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09:00:16      The News Parade - Japs Bomb U.S.A.!                                               (S) Lozo Collection
09:00:36      America’s Pacific Fleet At Pearl Harbor, Hawaii” - military ship               16mm prints/silent
                    in distance seen between two palm trees, view from moving ship
                    of other ships and mountains in background, military ships, sailors?
                    getting off of ship in harbor
09:01:08      “President Roosevelt Sends Personal Plea For Peace To Jap
                    Emperor” - Hirohito on white horse  saluting troops in formation,
                    Hirohito on white horse past troops standing in front of tanks, troops
                    in formation holding rifles with bayonets and looking to the side,
                    Hirohito on white horse in front of tent reviewing troops marching by
09:01:31      “Jap Diplomats Continue Peace Talks With Secretary Hull While
                    Nippon Plans Treachery!” - Hull and two Japanese diplomats posing,
                    the three men walking into front entrance of White House
09:02:04      “Japs Strike Without Warning!” - line of airplanes flying over clouds,
                    street scene, people walking outside building
09:02:29      “Bomb Sweep The Waikiki Residential Section!” - fire and smoke behind
                    house with wind blowing palm trees, smoke by car, soldiers running
                    across field, people carrying furniture across street with soldier carrying
                    rifle directing movement of car backwards
09:02:56      “U.S. Air-Force Takes To The Air In Defense!” - airplane taking off,
                    airplanes flying, smoke behind house with palm trees, people in street
                    with furniture, palm tree, POV from airplane of other airplanes
                    approaching, man coming out of house with fire and smoke behind
09:03:57      “Civilians Swiftly Evacuate Danger Districts!” - people putting furniture
                    on side of street, water from break in main spewing upwards with palm
                    trees all around and houses in background
09:04:15      “Pearl Harbor And Hickam Field Are Hit!” - sign on side of street and
                     black smoke in background, airplanes flying, cars going by building,
                    puffs of smoke within clouds seen between telephone lines, airplanes flying,
                    women outside by tables, people outside carrying stretcher
09:05:06      “First Aid Stations Care For Wounded!” - sign on tree: “First Aid Station
                    Waikiki”, people lifting person on stretcher, man laying on stretcher
09:05:23      “University Of Hawaii Becomes Refugee Shelter!” - group of children
                    sitting in room, baby laying on mattress, woman holding baby, CS woman
                    showing baby and identification tag, Japanese woman holding newspaper
                    with headline: “War! Oahu Bombed By Japanese Planes”
09:05:54      “Tokio’s Military Objectives - Schools!” - damaged building
09:06:07      “Riddled Automobiles!” - car with bullet holes all over, man looking at
                    car with broken windows, auto along road with people walking by and
                    damaged houses, many damaged houses?, rubble with traffic along road
                    in background, two men sorting through rubble of houses with rake
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09:06:46      “U.S. Troops On The Alert!” - soldiers with rifles coming out of bunker
                    and running in trench, soldier in trench with machine gun, soldiers in trench
                    with anti-aircraft gun
09:07:10      “A Two-Man Jap Submarine Is Captured!” - small submarine beached on
                    shore, soldiers holding jumpsuit found in submarine, soldiers hauling
                    submarine from water
09:07:47      “America Answers!” - F. D. Roosevelt speaking to Congress: “‘I Ask That
                    Congress Declare A State Of War Between The United States And The
                    Japanese Empire!’ - President Roosevelt”, Roosevelt speaking , members of
                    Congress applauding
09:08:25      “Congress Declares War!” - Congressmen in session
09:09:38      “The Youth Of America Responds!” - line of men in line by building
                    including African-American man, MLS long line of men by building with
                    parked cars, group of young men in room signing up for military, men at
                    table signing documents
09:08:59      “At Vulnerable Centers, Protective Walls Are Erected!” - wall of sand bags
                    lining front of building with workers and people walking by
09:09:26      “America’s Submarine Fleet Gets Underway!” - tops of submarines above
                    water of ocean, top of submarine going under water, sailor inside submarine,
                    officer looking through periscope, submarines above water, explosion rising
                    up from under water, CSs depth charges being released into water, explosions
                    in water seen from ship dropping depth charges, sailors on ship raising their
                    arms for success at hitting target, two ships in distance
09:10:24      “Enemy U-Boats Like This Must Be Conquered!” - tip of periscope moving
                    along above water, sailor looking through binoculars, views of submarines
                    firing at and hitting ships, view from submarine of ship sinking in distance,
                    sailors in row boats rowing in ocean
09:11:50      “U.S. Pacific Fleet Seeks The Enemy!” - view from ship of other massive
                    ships in fleet, sailors on ship giving semaphore signals and another sailor
                    signaling with machine flicking patterns of light, waves crashing on front
                    part of ship, CS bi-plane taking off from aircraft carrier, CSs bi-planes flying,
                    two massive ships, line of ships
09:12:35      “‘We Will Win This War...And We Will Win The Peace That Follows!’ -
                    President Roosevelt” - F. D. Roosevelt sitting at desk speaking into microphone,
                    front view of massive ship then PAN to reveal long line of massive ships,
                    airplanes flying in pattern spelling out “USA”, “The End”
-09:13:28     [Castle Films Presents]  <intertitles>

09:13:29      The News Parade - Bombing Of Pearl Harbor!                                  (S) Lozo Collection
09:13:46      “Pearl Harbor, U.S. Naval Bastion In The Mid-Pacific”                            16mm prints/silent
                    - ANIMATED map of Hawaiian Islands then closer view of Oahu
                    then closer view of Pearl Harbor
09:14:16      “Actual Motion Pictures OF Jap’s Sneak-Blow Released By U.S.
                    Navy!” - views from ship of damage
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09:15:07      “200 Jap Planes Leave Tons Of Wreckage Throughout Harbor!”
                    - CSs damaged airplanes along shore
09:15:52      “Decks Beneath Water, U.S. Destroyer Shaw - A Complete Loss!”
                    - fireboat shooting water at damaged ship
09:16:15      “U.S.S. Utah, 33 year Old Target Ship Sinks In The Mud!”
                    - almost submerged ship tilting over, people on top of ship
09:17:36      “Battleship Arizona Bursts Into Flame After Bomb Drops Through
                    Funnel And Explodes”! - much black smoke coming from ship
                    on fire
09:18:21      “The Massive Control Tower Heels Over!” - much black smoke
                    surrounding control tower of ship, sailors in boat by damaged ship
09:19:09      “The Once-Mighty Battleship Now A Mass Of Twisted Steel!”
                    - views of damaged ship in water
09:19:58      “True To Best Traditions Of U.S. Navy, The Arizona’s Gun Crew
                    Fired To The :Last!” - twisted wreckage of ship
09:20:55      “America Fights Back! Amid The Din Of Bursting Bombs, A Light
                    Cruiser Moves Out To Meet The Enemy!’ - ship with black smoke in
-09:21:24     background

09:21:25      “Burning Of S. S. Normandie”                                                            (S) Lozo Collection
09:21:33      “June 3, 1935... The Luxury Liner Normandie Proudly Steams Into          16mm prints/silent
                    New York Harbor” - HA LS 3-stack liner with smoke coming out of
                    two stacks, views of bi-plane flying over liner, tugboats along side,
                    New York City skyline behind liner, eight small boats along side liner,
                    HA LS liner with many small boats and downtown buildings behind
                    New York Harbor, front view of liner moving quickly in ocean
09:22:21      “Taken Over By U.S. As A Prize Of War!” - CSs Normandie at dock,
                    sailor with rifle walking around while guarding liner
09:22:50      “Feb.9, 1942...The $60,000,000 Liner Bursts Into Flame!” - views of liner
                    at dock on fire with fireboat spraying water, sailors carrying away people
                    on stretchers, sailors helping injured man
09:24:20      “Rear Admiral Andrews Of The Third Naval District Orders All
                    Hands Ashore!” - CS admiral talking with other men, damaged ship
09:24:57      “The Next Morning The 83,000 Ton Vessel Is Capsized By The
                    Tide!”- views of ship at dock in icy water laying on it’s side with
                    cars along street in foreground and firemen spraying water at ship,
                    ship on it’s side with man in foreground filming with small
                    movie camera
09:25:32      “The Crippled Remains Of What Was To Be The U.S.S. Lafayette,
                    The World’s Greatest Naval Auxiliary!” - more views of ship on it’s
                    side with fireboat spraying water, rowboats in icy water, life rafts?
                    floating in icy water, MCS fireboat spraying water in three directions,
-09:26:25     “The End”  (1942)  [Castle Films]  <intertitles>
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09:26:34      “The United States Goes To War!” - LSs blimps? hovering in air             16mm prints/silent
                    with clouds in background                                                                        [also on 2W09
09:26:47      “Troop Transports Plow Westward In The Pacific To Avenge                  12:24:30-12:37:16]
                    Pearl Harbor!” - LS airplane flying over ships, MS middle of
                    transport ship sailing on ocean water
09:27:16      “Soldiers, Sailors, Marines And Civilian Workers...Reenforcements
                    For America’s Offensive War!” - views of men wearing life preservers
                    on decks of ship, LA two guards walking back and forth with U.S.
                    flag flying in background, view from behind railing of another transport
                    ship, ships sailing along, men sticking their heads out portholes, sailors
                    carrying their belongings down gangplank
09:28:30      “The Pacific Fleet Heads Southward!” - views of military ships sailing
                    along on ocean
09:29:10      “Battle Stations Are Cleared For Action!” - sailors on ship aiming guns,
                    ships sailing along on ocean
09:29:30      “Vice Admiral William Halsey, Jr., Maps Details Of The Attack!”
                    - Halsey and two other officers looking at map, drawing of land masses
                    in South Pacific indicating location of Marshall Islands approximately
                    half way between Hawaii and Philippines, officers on deck of aircraft
                    carrier looking at map, MCSs various officers
09:30:11      “‘Stand By For Orders!’ Is Flashed From The Radio Room!” - officers
                    standing behind sailors typing, views of sailors at controls steering ship,
                    many airplanes on deck of ship with propellers in motion, sailor hauling
                    two bombs across deck, views of crew preparing airplanes and loading
                    ammunition, MCS pilot climbing into cockpit, airplanes taking off and
                    landing on carrier
09:32:05      “Seaplanes Join The Aerial Battle Line!” - ship, MCSs seaplanes taking
                    off from carrier, officer looking through binoculars
09:32:37      “Fire” - LS battleship firing guns, MSs guns being fired, view from
                    ship of island?, sailor on ship signaling with machine alternating flashes
                    of light, CS man speaking into microphone, various views of guns being
                    fired with vibration from concussion visible
09:33:35      “A Modern Jap Cruiser And An Aircraft Carrier Suffer Direct Hits!”
                    - views from ship of other ships in the distance, guns being fired from ship
09:34:15      “In All 16 Jap Warships Are Sunk...41 Planes Destroyed!” - view in distance
                     of black smoke coming from ship, ship firing guns
09:34:56      “Hit After Hit Is Scored Along The Entire Shore Line!” - black smoke
                    coming from ship in distance, airplanes flying overhead, guns being fired
                    from ship, sailors looking through binoculars
09:36:05      “An Enemy Bomber Plunges Into The Sea!” - airplane in air being
                    shot at, guns firing from ship, flack from guns exploding in air, airplane
                    on fire skimming along ocean then crashing, guns firing from ship
09:37:44      “Six Fortified Enemy Bases Taste Uncle Sam’s Hot Steel!” - black smoke
                    coming off of ship in distance, guns firing from ship
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09:37:57      “Oil Tanks Explode...The Marshall Islands Aflame!” - black smoke
                    and flames coming from spot on island in distance, guns firing from ship,
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                    closer view of oil tank on fire
09:38:55      “Paid...The First Instalment On Pearl Harbor!” - views from rear of ship
                    with guns, water being displaced by ship and black smoke coming from
-09:39:19     places in distance, military ship sailing along, “The End”  [Castle Films]

09:39:20      The News Parade - Yanks Invade Africa!”                                          (S) Lozo Collection
09:39:31      “Gibraltar...Yanks Escorted By Britain’s Navy Begin Great                      16mm prints/silent
                    Offensive!” - MLS Rock of Gibraltar, LS PAN across port with
                    many military ships in harbor
09:39:51      “Eight Hundred And Fifty Ships Sail Under Sealed Orders!”
                    - military ships at sea with dark clouds above, CS military man
                    wearing helmet standing on ship with another ship in distance,
                    CS military men on deck of ship with guns and other ships in distance,
                    military ships at sea, CSs many military men flashing V for victory
                    sign with their fingers
09:40:35      “Their Objective...The Northwest Coast Of Africa!” - ANIMATED map
                    of northern Africa indicating routes of ships, military ships at sea
09:41:00      “Landing Orders Are Relayed From The Admiral!” - officers from one
                    ship pulling aboard a message tied to a string from another ship, three
                    officers on ship looking at message
09:41:17      “A Good Omen!” - military men on deck of ship with gun
09:41:29      “The Zero Hour!” - CSs military men with guns and ammunition,
                    men walking to formation on ship, men climbing up side of ship,
                    MCS men in boat, CS men with rifles in boat, views from ship of
                    smoke from explosions? in distance, men on ship, view from rapidly
                    moving boat of other boats, view from boat of ship, view from boat
                    of town on coast, men on boat with guns, transport boats arriving at land,
                    LS jeep filled with men being driven from transport boat to beach
09:43:03      “Aided By Willing Natives Yanks Quickly Land By The Thousands!”
                    - views of native people helping military men to carry supplies from
                    transport boat to site on beach, CSs soldiers talking with native men
09:43:37      “Thousands More Land Near Oran!” - military men landing on beach,
                    one man on land with cigarette in his mouth carrying rifle and U.S. flag,
                    many men on tank and men in jeeps along road, men in jeep pulling
                    artillery gun and dog riding on front of another jeep along road, truck along
                    road displaying U.S. flag, soldiers on tank along road displaying U.S. flag,
                    soldiers marching along road
09:44:39      “The Liberated French Joyfully Welcome Our Soldiers!” - crowds of French
                    people waving at arriving Americans in trucks and jeep on city streets
09:45:06      “President Roosevelt’s Friendship Message Is Distributed To All!”
                    - two soldiers holding piece of paper with picture of U.S. flag, F. D.
                    Roosevelt’s face and a message written in French
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09:45:23      “Soldiers Of France...Our Allies Once Again!” - PAN across many soldiers
                    sitting in field, CS six of the soldiers talking to one another
09:45:38      “General James Doolittle, Leader Of The United Air Attack!” - CS face
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                    of Doolittle
09:45:48      “General Dwight Eisenhower, Commander Of The Invading Force!”
                    - CS Eisenhower staring at camera lens
09:45:59      “Americans And French Again Stand Side By Side For Victory!”
                    - troops standing in formation with two soldiers holding U.S. and French flag
09:46:09      “Victory Over Rommel!” - airplanes flying over clouds
09:46:22      “Britain’s Eighth Army Sweeps Rommel’s Nazi Forces Out Of Egypt!”
                    - ANIMATED map of northern Africa indicating movement of troops, views
                    of soldiers in jeeps and tanks across desert, MCSs soldiers marching in
                    formation across desert, CSs artillery firing and explosions on desert,
                    view from behind soldiers in tank looking out at artillery fire exploding
                    on desert in front of them, explosion just behind moving tank
09:47:24      “Bombers Destroy Enemy Supplies And Desert Troops!” - bombers in
                    air with one dropping bombs, AERIAL of bombs falling with craters
                    appearing on ground from exploding bombs
09:47:49      “A Night Barrage Flames Across The Desert Sands” - intermittent light
                    from artillery fire at night, massive cloud of smoke? or sand during day
09:48:21      “U.S. General Sherman Tanks Move In!” - MCSs tanks across sand,
                    artillery firing, explosions from artillery hitting tanks
09:48:47      “Squadrons Of U.S. P-40 Fighters Take Off!” - line of airplanes taking
                    off from desert with much sand billowing up, painted image of teeth of
                    tiger visible from under front of one airplane as it takes off, military
                    airplanes flying over clouds, MCS from one airplane of another, airplanes
                    dropping bombs, CS side view of airplane’s propeller turning with other
                    airplanes dropping bombs in the background, AERIAL of explosions of
                    bombs on ground
09:49:35      “A Nazi Plane Is Hit!” - falling airplane on fire as seen from under wing
                    of another airplane, airplanes dropping bombs, AERIAL of bombs
                    falling and explosions from bombs hitting ground, MCS soldiers firing
                    artillery, explosions near tank, CS soldier putting shell into barrel of gun,
                    artillery firing, soldiers laying on ground with explosions in distance,
                    soldiers running past dead soldier hanging out of tank, dead soldiers
                    laying in sand, prisoners being led by soldier with gun, line of prisoners
                    walking in desert, MCS large group of soldiers wearing hats
09:51:08      “General Bernard Montgomery In Command!” - Montgomery and other
                    officers in front of tent, explosions in front of moving tank, gun on tank
                    firing
09:51:31      “Britain’s Hour Of Triumph!” - soldiers laying on ground with explosions
                    in distance, artillery firing, CSs soldiers advancing, artillery firing, tank
                    advancing through explosions, soldiers running, artillery firing, explosion
-09:52:16     by tank, “The End”  [Castle Films]
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09:52:20      <home movies>                                                                                  (S) Lozo Collection
                    Bermuda (1951) - “sign: “La Guardia Airport”, rear ends of taxi and       16mm prints/silent
                    bus, parked airplane, sign: “Welcome To Bermuda”, woman standing      [color]
                    in front of British flag, woman coming out and posing in front of
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                    Princess Hotel, man posing while putting eyeglasses in box, view of
                    ocean from hotel, woman then man posing with ocean in background,
                    street scene with autos and pedestrians, woman standing with package
                    in front of “The Bermuda Shop”, woman wearing hat posing, woman
                    posing in front of horse-drawn carriage, street scene by ship: “Queen
                    Of Bermuda’ at dock, man crossing street with ship at dock, woman
                    in front of ship, sign on store: “Trimingham Brothers”, street scene with
                    man wearing Bermuda shorts riding bicycle and policeman directing traffic
                    from stand in middle of street, boats by 3-stack liner at dock, liner sailing,
                    woman then man posing in front of British flag, woman then man on stairs
                    along hill to beach, beach scenes, woman then man posing in swimming
                    suits, CS flower, PAN across houses next to ocean, large house, man standing
                    by sign: “Don’t Miss Seeing The Devils Hole - Bermudas Only Natural
                    Aquarium Exhibiting The Wonders Of The Deep And Sport Fishing”,
                    turtle swimming in pond, woman posing, view of ocean and houses,
                    sign: “Tom Moore’s Tavern 1652”, woman posing, hand holding flower,
                    man walking along street carrying box, sign on building: “Town Hall”,
                    woman sitting on barrel of giant cannon at fortress, CS woman posing,
                    man and woman looking at rock in field, Colonial Airlines airplane parked
                    on runway, sign: “Bermuda Air Terminal”, people boarding airplane,
-09:58:57     airplane taking off


